That's the spirit

PORTFOLIO

LIQUEURS

LICOR BEIRÃO
The Quinta do Meiral, located at the central region of Portugal, is Licor Beirão’s headquarters

ORIGIN

Portugal (Lousã)

ALCOHOL

22 %

BOTANISTS

13

and the residence of the Redondo’s family, who owns the brand for over 70 years.
Located on the slopes of Lousã’s mountain, in its twelve acres are planted some of the herbs
used in the production of this liqueur.
It’;s here, at Meiral, that José Redondo daily produces the secret recipe, inherited by his father

and learned with his mother, to make the liqueur that, after bottling, is sent all over the world.

BEIRÃO D’HON R A
Beirão d'Honra is a special recipe of Licor Beirão. With an immersive flavor, Beirão d'Honra is

ORIGIN

Portugal (Lousã)

ALCOHOL

30 %

BOTANISTS

13

a perfect match between the characteristic aromas of Licor Beirão and it is enriched with aged
wine brandy. This product is a tribute to J. Carranca Redondo, founder of the brand and the
true “father” of Licor Beirão. Beirão d'Honra is consumed preferably straight - without ice or
lemon - and in a balloon glass.

AMARGUINHA
ORIGINAL

AMARGUINHA
LEMON

Traditional Algarve drink, obtained from an old recipe for
bitter almond liqueur. Can be enjoyed as appetizer,
digestive or cocktail. The production of Amarguinha starts
with the strict
selection of the ingredients and ends in a maturation period
done in oak casks, providing it an incomparable stability
and richness of bouquets.

ORIGIN

Portugal (Algarve)

ORIGIN

Portugal (Algarve)

ALCOHOL

20 %

ALCOHOL

20 %

GINJA DE ÓBIDOS OPPIDUM
(with fruit)
Oppidum is a small, family-run company created officially in 1987 by Dário Pimpão, as a natural sequence to the

ORIGIN

Portugal (Óbidos)

ALCOHOL

19 %

family tradition of selling ginja (the fruit) to liqueur producers from different parts of the country, namely Alcobaça
and Portas de Sto Antão in Lisbon. Located in the village of Sobral da Lagoa, a parish in the municipality of Óbidos
and birthplace of the production of the ginja fruit, the experience of living in an environment strongly connected to
the land, the abundance in quality of several types of fruits, together with the passion and interest of Dário Pimpão in
transforming this raw material into other more sophisticated and refined flavors, led to a natural evolution in the
production of sweets, jams and comfits. In an environment whose economy depends in part on the production of the
fruit and because of his family's involvement in its commercialization, it is no surprise that Dário Pimpão's passion
and spirit of entrepreneurship led to the idea of producing his own liqueur. His challenge and goal were to produce
a liqueur of reference. Mission accomplished!

ROSSIO
(with fruit)
Ginja Rossio is a liqueur produced in Óbidos through an ancestral method that combines knowledge and tradition

ORIGIN

Portugal (Óbidos)

ALCOHOL

19 %

with the quality and freshness of the best sour cherries, preserved into a unique drink.
Produced by a small family business officially founded in 1987 by Dário Pimpão, following an old family tradition
linked to the marketing of cherry fruit to liqueurs from various parts of the country.
Located in the village of Sobral da Lagoa, a parish in the municipality of Óbidos and birthplace of the production of
the ginja fruit, the experience of living in an environment strongly connected to the land, the abundance in quality of
several types of fruits, together with the passion and interest of Dário Pimpão in transforming this raw material into
other more sophisticated and refined flavors, led to a natural evolution in the production of sweets, jams and comfits.

GINS

GOLD GRAIL
Gold Grail Gin is a Premium Gin, distilled in its own still with a distillation column of three

ORIGIN

Portugal (Aveiro)

ALCOHOL

42 %

BOTANISTS

13

stages and flavored with Carqueja Blossom and Salicornia.
Gold Grail Gin compiles the unique concept of the link between the robustness of the
Mountain and the freshness of the sea, with a little tropical touch given by Fava Tonka,
associated with the mystery of the remaining botanists that compose it.

THE FOXTALE
The Foxtale Dry Gin combines botanical elements in a simple and balanced way, in a

ORIGIN

Portugal (Coimbra)

ALCOHOL

40 %

BOATANISTS

5

combination marked by the taste of juniper and the citrus character of the cardamom and the
orange.

OTHER SPIRITS

MAV EM
Every Mavem bottle is the fruit of carefull distillation of a restricted selection of young wines from all
over Portugal to obtain a softer and aromatic Aguardente (aged brandy in English). Mavem is

ORIGIN

Portuga

ALCOHOL

41 %

produced and matured in 8 palm casks in the Tejo Valley. Here, every Mavem batch matures under
extreme temperature amplitudes: the winter cold slows maturation to let fruit and flower fragances
rise. The summer heat favours the emergence of vanilla and marzipan flavours. We only distill a finite
selection of young Portuguese wines which are aged in Portugal at sea level. The seasons’ temperature
amplitudes withstood by the casks and our progressive alcohol reduction art, impart MAVEM unique
vanilla, caramel, marzipan and orange notes. Enjoy this original Aguardente over ice, neat, or in a
delicate cocktail.

CON DE DE A M A R A N T E
AGUA R DE N T E V EL H A XO
It is an old brandy distilled from wines from the Demarcated Region of the Vinhos Verdes selected

ORIGIN

Portugal (Amarante)

ALCOHOL

39 %

for the purpose. After distillation it was aged in the cellars of Caves da Cerca in new and used oak
barrels of 500 liters. The average age of the final lot is 18 years.
Created as an homage to Marechal Francisco Silveira, who was given the title of Count of
Amarante from the Queen D. Maria I of Portugal, as a form of recognition of the performance in
command of military operations against the Napoleonic troops commanded by Loison during
the Invasions French. Of note among these are the defense of the Tâmega line and also the defense
of the Amarante Bridge.

RUMAR
A brandy made from Portuguese wines, matured 2 years in 2 different oak casks and then blended

ORIGIN

Portugal

ALCOHOL

40 %

together. The American casks bring vanilla & mellowness, the French casks deliver fruit aromas and a
spice touch, easyto recogniseand enjoy in the blend.
To express the carefree idea in the Portuguese way, we chose the period between World Wars,
when society showed optimism. Back then, Portugal started embracing the modern times and saw
the birth of holidays and travels that camewith industrialisation.

PON T E DE A M A R A N T E
AGUA R DE N T E
The Ponte de Marante brand was born after the disappearance of the iconic Aguardente "Conde
de Amarante" in the late 60's.
From the beginning, the brand enjoys a high reputation and recognized quality by discerning
consumers in several markets around the world. It is one of the brands of reference brand in
Portugal and one of the most distributed nationally.
The Aguardente Ponte de Marante is obtained from the distillation of quality wines, being a
reference in the category. Aged in the cellars of the Caves da Cerca, in Amarante, through
traditional methods in new and used Iberian oak barrels, according to the original formula for
more than 4 decades.
This reference brand is composed of several batches of Old Spirits according to the wisdom and
accumulated experience passed from generation to generation.

ORIGIN

Portugal (Amarante)

ALCOHOL

38 %

AL DE IA VE LHA
Produced in traditonal copper stills from the distillation of the best Portuguese white grapes, this genuine pale colored

ORIGIN

Portugal (Lisboa)

ALCOHOL

40 %

grape spirit is carefully aged in oak casks. Aldeia Velha has persistente aromas and a fruity and smooth taste. Try it in a
snifter, neat,straight orfrom thefridge.

S Ã O D OM INGOS
AGUA R DE N T E B AGACEIR A
The Aguardente Bagaceira São Domingos is made with fresh pomace from red grapes,

ORIGIN

Portugal
(Região da Bairrada)

ALCOHOL

46 %

vinified with fermentation on skins.
This careful selection of the pomace, as well as the careful process of steam distillation, using
copper stills, enables us to obtain a product of exceptional quality, recognized by the most
demanding consumers, with a flavor and aroma that clearly reveal its raw material: “o

bagaço” (bagasse).

WINES

PORTALEGRE
DOC RED WINE

PORTALEGRE
DOC WHITE WINE

Produced from the finest grapes from small vineyards over

A wine that transports the land that saw its birth, in the Serra de São

70 years old scattered throughout the Serra de S. Mamede

Mamede, in the heart of the natural park - a unique terroir of the

Natural Park, with atypical grape varieties such as Grand

region - that justifies its enormous eccentricity, uniqueness and

Noir. This wine reveals all the eccentricity of this terroir.

personalityand gives the winea new and elegant personality.

An icon of the region of Portalegre.

ORIGIN

Portugal (Portalegre)

ORIGIN

Portugal (Portalegre)

ALCOHOL

14 %

ALCOHOL

12,5 %

GRAPE
VARIETIES







GRAPE
VARIETIES

 Bical

Alicante Boushet
Trincadeira
Aragonez
Grand Noir
Castelão

CON V EN T UA L RED WIN E
(Wine of ‘Serra da Penha’)
This single estate wine has its origin in a unique vineyard locate in the mountains of ‘Serra da

ORIGIN

Portugal (Portalegre)

ALCOHOL

13,5 %

GRAPE
VARIETIES

 Touriga Nacional
 Cabernet Sauvignon
 Alicante Bouschet

Penha’, at an altitude of 650 mts, growing in very poor granitic and quartz soils.
The grape varieties Touriga Nacional, Alicante Bouschet and Cabernet Sauvignon, were
stemmed and vinificate in small wine presses in contact with the skins of the grapes,
originating a wine of great intensity and vigour.

CONVENTUAL DOC
RED WINE
RESERVA

CONVENTUAL DOC
WHITE WINE
RESERVA

From the best grapes of the region's high-altitude
vineyards and fully aged in French oak barrels, it
produced the Conventual Reserva, often considered the
best Alentejo wine. Try it, you will be surprised. It has a
region, a country, people and stories.

ORIGIN

Portugal (Portalegre)

ORIGIN

Portugal (Portalegre)

ALCOHOL

14 %

ALCOHOL

14 %

GRAPE
VARIETIES






GRAPE
VARIETIES






Syriah
Alicante Bouschet
Touriga Nacional
Cabernet Sauvignon

Arinto
Fernão Pires
Syriah
Bical

CONVENTUAL
RED WINE
Conventual

is

a

unique

Alentejo

CONVENTUAL
WHITE WINE
wine

with

the

distinctiveness of being produced with grapes from
altitude vineyards in the Portalegre region. The 25 years
of history and the numerous awards achieved emphasize
its quality, being one of the reference brands of Alentejo.
Taste it. You will be surprised. It has a region, a country,
people and stories.

ORIGIN

Portugal (Portalegre)

ORIGIN

Portugal (Portalegre)

ALCOHOL

13 %

ALCOHOL

13,5 %

GRAPE
VARIETIES

 Aragonez
 Trincadeira
 Alicante Bouschet

GRAPE
VARIETIES

 Arinto
 Roupeiro
 Antão Vaz

TERRAS DE BACO
RED WINE

TERRAS DE BACO
WHITE WINE

With the typicity of an Alentejo wine but the elegancy that
comes from the altitude vineyards grapes, Terras de
Baco is the right choice for the everyday consumption.

ORIGIN

Portugal (Portalegre)

ORIGIN

Portugal (Portalegre)

ALCOHOL

14 %

ALCOHOL

14 %

GRAPE
VARIETIES

 Trincadeira
 Aragonez
 Castelão

GRAPE
VARIETIES

 Fernão Pires
 Arinto
 Roupeiro

FORTIFIED WINES

MOSCATEL M U R A L DE FAVA IOS
Moscatel is one of the best known aromatic grape varieties. When aged in oak it matures into

ORIGIN

Portugal (Região do Douro)

ALCOHOL

17 %

GRAPE
VARIETIES

 Moscatel Galego

fabulous nectar with characteristic aromas such as orange, orange blossom and dry fruits,
which are obtained due to controlled aging in oak barrels. In the mouth it has a fresh and
complex finish that is very refreshing and seductive and goes well with egg custard desserts
and fresh fruit dishes.
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